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Hitting a hard-thrown baseball is one of the most difficult skills in sports. The Hitting Edge simplifies the
task by focusing on key features common in every successful hitter's swing: dynamic balance, sequential
rotation, axis of rotation, and bat lag.

Author Tom Robson identified these hitting “absolutes” through extensive video analysis and research and
his on-field role as a major league hitting coach. He confirmed the importance of the four factors by studying
the best hitters of the modern era, such as Sammy Sosa and Mark McGwire, and working with top batsmen
like Rafael Palmeiro and John Olerud. And a hitter doesn't need to be an all-star to benefit from Robson's
instruction, because it applies across all levels of competition and allows for all types of individual swing
styles.

Robson also recognizes that batters aren't robots, and human factors sometimes interfere with hitting
mechanics. So he also teaches how to develop better focus and a more positive attitude at the plate.

But it takes more than the right stroke to develop consistent contact and power. Focus. Split-second timing.
An eye for the perfect pitch. Great hitting requires all these elements and more. Much of The Hitting Edge is
dedicated to the physical and mental details of preparing for the pitch, followed by six information-packed
chapters on the mechanics of the swing.

Loaded with concise instruction, skill demonstration, photos, effective drills, and more, Robson's book
cleans up where other hitting books strike out. Take the knowledge available in this book with you to every
at-bat and you'll have The Hitting Edge.
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From reader reviews:

Irving Hansen:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have considerably more or little spare time?
Yep, you can choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent all their spare time to take
a go walking, shopping, or went to typically the Mall. How about open or read a book called The Hitting
Edge? Maybe it is to become best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time with the
favorite's book, you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with its opinion or you have other opinion?

Katherine Lee:

Now a day individuals who Living in the era exactly where everything reachable by talk with the internet
and the resources within it can be true or not involve people to be aware of each details they get. How people
have to be smart in having any information nowadays? Of course the solution is reading a book. Reading a
book can help persons out of this uncertainty Information mainly this The Hitting Edge book because this
book offers you rich information and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred % guarantees there
is no doubt in it everbody knows.

Douglas Quintanar:

This The Hitting Edge is great reserve for you because the content and that is full of information for you who
also always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it details
accurately using great plan word or we can declare no rambling sentences included. So if you are read the
item hurriedly you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only offers you straight forward sentences but
challenging core information with lovely delivering sentences. Having The Hitting Edge in your hand like
obtaining the world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no guide that offer you
world within ten or fifteen second right but this reserve already do that. So , this can be good reading book.
Heya Mr. and Mrs. active do you still doubt this?

Andre Smith:

What is your hobby? Have you heard this question when you got learners? We believe that that query was
given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And also you
know that little person similar to reading or as studying become their hobby. You should know that reading
is very important along with book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to increase you knowledge,
except your current teacher or lecturer. You discover good news or update concerning something by book.
Amount types of books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them is The Hitting Edge.
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